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Creating the future  
of aluminium glazing
The Fascia Place are working together with Fenster Fabrications 
to supply high end aluminium solutions for trade and commercial 
customers. We offer a bespoke design service and ensure that 
everything we produce is of the same outstanding quality.

Having amassed a wealth of industry knowledge 
and experience we work with many leading 
traders and system houses across the South 
of England to create high performing, slim-line, 
and durable, Smarts architectural aluminium 
products.

The Fascia Place have joined forces with 
Fenster Fabrications to design, manufacture 
and supply, high quality aluminium windows 
and doors throughout the South of England 

with a vision to create visually stunning, and 
harmonious product suites that are built to last, 
and deliver exceptional long-term value.

With a focus on style and performance, our 
reputation is upheld by some of the most 
creative projects to be seen anywhere in the 
South. Our combined skill and design expertise 
are perfectly showcased by stunning facades 
which have been designed for both Commercial 
and Residential installations.”





Sliding and 
folding doors
Visofold 1000 Plus
Visoglide Plus



Visofold 1000 Plus
The Visofold series of slide-folding doors offer impressive opening apertures that 
can unite internal and external areas creating unique living and social areas. Suitable 
for both residential and commercial applications.



Visofold can be used in domestic 
applications as either an alternative 
to sliding doors, or to open up an 
entire wall as part of a conservatory; 
the system will make the most of a 
beautiful view or bring a garden into 
the home. 

Used commercially in a bar, café or 
restaurant, Visofold can create a glazed 
screen that allows the maximum 

ingress of light in inclement weather, 
and will also easily glide to open up  
an entire wall in warmer weather. 
Visofold doors offer a choice of opening 
configurations to suit any application. 
Choose to fold the sashes internally 
or externally, place the opening at the 
side so the sashes all fold one way, at 
one end, to create a single entrance 
door for easy access, or in the middle 
to give the option of a double door. 

All Visofold profiles feature a polyamide 
thermal break that enhances the 
thermal performance of the profile  
and improves the overall U-Value. 
Profiles feature EPDM high quality 
gaskets and weather brushes to aid 
weather resistance. Visofold complies 
with the requirements of Building 
Regulations Document L 2010. 
Security is assured by multi-point  
lock mechanisms on main opening 
sashes, and shoot-bolt locking on 
floating mullions. 

All Visofold doors have the option of 
either low thresholds for unimpeded, 
easy access, or rebated thresholds that 
offer improved weather resistance. 
 

Visofold doors are available in a choice of standard or non-
standard colours, including metallic, wood-structure, dual 
colour and the unique Sensations range of textured finishes.



Visoglide Plus 

Combining the benefits of a large picture window, which allows light to flood in to 
an internal space, with an easy opening operation, Visoglide Plus is a high quality, 
highly versatile system which is a great option for even the largest project. Delivering 
outstanding thermal efficiency, Visoglide Plus offers contemporary styling and 
robust performance, with the option of slide, or lift and slide operation on double or 
triple tracks.



This adaptable system is suitable for use 
as either sliding commercial entrances 
where large opening apertures are 
required, or as dynamic residential 
sliding doors that maximise light and 
give stunning unimpeded views. 

Visoglide Plus profiles have been 
designed to improve both strength and 
weather resistance. All main sections 

Visoglide Plus profiles have been designed to improve both 
strength and weather resistance. 

feature an extended polyamide thermal 
break that allows Visoglide Plus to 
achieve a U Value of 1.6 W/m2K when 
installed with a suitable sealed unit.

Visoglide Plus doors are available 
in both single and dual colour in 
wide choice of standard and non-
standard finishes including the unique 
Sensations range of textured colours. 





Window and 
door systems
Alitherm
Heritage
ECO Futural



Alitherm 

Alitherm windows and doors have been designed to reduce heat loss by the use of a 
thermally broken aluminium frame with a polyamide bridge. The polyamide material 
has a very high resistance to heat transfer from the inner face of a frame to the 
external face of a frame. The thermally broken frames provide homeowners with 
windows and doors with elegant slim sightlines, and strength and durability.



The Alitherm range of windows and 
doors offers all you would expect 
from a quality system – greater 
comfort, better insulation, minimal 
maintenance, aesthetically pleasing 
appearance and enhanced security. 
In short, the Alitherm product range 
offers you peace of mind but even 
more it represents a sound investment 
in your property.

Whatever your taste or style of home, 
we can offer distinctive window 
designs to suit. Our unique style of 

Designed to conserve warmth and energy, bringing comfort 
and style that suits any home.

windows are available in a choice 
of finishes and colours externally 
including luxurious mahogany and rich 
golden oak as well as a white finish 
internally.

Our handsome range of entrance doors 
will impress your guests and keep out 
both the elements and unwelcome 
intruders. Our Alitherm doors are 
designed for use as open out or open 
in, single or double doors, internally or 
externally beaded with side-light and 
low threshold options.



Heritage

A range specifically designed to meet the requirements of refurbishment and 
renewal projects, particularly in sensitive planning areas. Ideal for Victorian and 
Art Deco projects, the range of commercial and residential windows and balcony 
doors are already proven in a wide range of renovation, refurbishment and heritage 
projects across the UK.



The Heritage door and window ranges 
both feature the slim profiles and 
sight lines that are associated with 
traditional steel doors and windows.

However, the systems’ timeless 
elegance is also accompanied by the 
outstanding thermal performance of 
a modern aluminium system – each 
delivering a ‘B’ Energy Rating.

Featuring slim, thermally-broken profiles, 
Heritage windows are available in a 
number of formats, including fixed-pane, 
top & side-hung casement, pivot and  
tilt and turn.

The perfect solution for sensitive refurbishment and 
renovation projects, with slim profiles and slightlines ideal 
for listed buildings. 

These different options may be 
installed in a combination of horizontal 
modules, which are stacked using 
our coupling options to form a multi-
part window. Both the window and  
door systems deliver a U-Value of  
1.5 W/m²K, when installed with a 
suitable sealed unit, and are available 
in either single or dual polyester 
powder coated finishes.

There is a full suite of hardware 
options, specifically designed to match 
the door and window furniture that is 
synonymous with Victorian and Art 
Deco styles.



EcoFutural is a versatile range of high performance commercial windows suitable 
for use as tilt turn, pivot casement, fixed and open out casement windows.

ECO Futural



All EcoFutural profiles utilise chambered 
polyamide thermal break technology 
which creates a barrier between the 
cold air outside and the warm air inside. 
This technology significantly reduces 
thermal transmittance and enhances 
the overall U Value of a product.

Windows suitable for all commercial, retail, residential, 
public, healthcare, educational applications.

EcoFutural products are available in 
a choice of standard or non-standard 
colours, including metallic, dual colour, 
textured Sensations and Alchemy 
anodised effect finishes.



Fenster Fabrications Limited.  
Registered address: 30 Mead Road,, 
Torquay, TQ2 6TF

Register Company No: 0835 2486
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www.thefasciaplace.co.uk

Registered Office: The Fascia Place, Unit 2 , St. Georges Industrial Estate, Wilton Road, Camberley, Surrey, GU15 2QW

VAT No. 196 6835 48    |   Company Registration Number in England: 03252601

Sales: 01256 635215
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Depot Contact Numbers

Ashford

Basingstoke

Brighton

Bracknell

Bridgwater

Camberley

Catford

Dartford

Guildford

Newbury

Petersfield

Portsmouth

Tunbridge Wells

01784 251199

01256 334829

01273 625050

01344 308785

01278 433799

01276 65498

0208 314 5905

01322 554418

01483 301666

01635 36519

01730 891036

02392 387823

01892 524169




